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Like many car repairs, it all snowballed from there. Keep reading. Since the 4WD switch which
worked fine last year seemed to be broken, and it was also relatively cheap to replace, that was
our first move. I thought that was way too easy. Even though it could turn without breaking
off--a step-up from the previous one--the switch would simply blink when turned from 2WD to
4WD. When it stopped blinking 30 seconds later, the light would stay lit up on 2WD even though
the switch was turned to 4WD. It was as if the rig was trying to go into 4WD mode, but couldn't
make it work. Upon further research with the help of Trailvoy. We tried it just for giggles: no
dice. After even further research, we found that many folks were finding success in getting their
previously broken 4 wheel drive to work. We nodded our heads in agreement and excitement to
find countless stories of others who shared our exact same issue. This is where is where it
becomes confusing! Also at this point, based on what others were forking over, we were
saddened to realize that we might actually have to shell out substantial money to fix this
problem. I told the guy my problem and symptoms, and he immediately guessed it would be an
actuator problem. Needless to say, we went back to FREE researching on internet forums. I was
ready to give up and simply not drive the wintery roads, lest this be me:. Luckily, I had one final
trick up my sleeve--dear old Dad. He and his mechanic buddy took a look. He said he had seen
aftermarket encoder motors fail to work, and that an original AC Delco actuator might still do
the trick. Come to think of it, I did see that written in a forum somewhere at some point, but it
was the most expensive option, of course with the exception of a visit to the "stealership". As
an Amazon associate, I earn from qualifying purchases. I found a short video below on Youtube
about how to install it. We collectively held our breath after we popped it in and turned the
switch. I'll never forget the satisfying clunk of the motor shifting as it should. Sure enough, the
ACDelco acuator with encoder motor did the trick. No more service light, no more non-moving
switch mode light, and no more images of this mama sliding all over the road. We can hear the
rig shifting when we turn the switch Now, if we can only figure out why the driver's side
headlight keeps burning out every few months Content is for informational or entertainment
purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business,
financial, legal, or technical matters. Ours didn't sound rough when we drove, it just had the
symptoms mentioned above. But it's definitely possible the fwd is out. It depends on what it
does when you switch it into fwd, and whether the truck's light confirms it's on. I have a
trailblazer. I took my truck to a shop because its riding rough. The mechanic fixed my bald joint.
But he told me that my fwd is out. Thats why it sound rough when you drive. Is that true. Thank
you for your article of your 4wd repair adventure. We are having a similar issue with our
Trailblazer. I enjoyed your humor throughout your article. Having same problem also. I work at a
salvage yard so I can change parts as necessary. Think I will start with encoder motor thank to
your post. I bought a used transfer case for I must have been ripped off. Since yours was only
Plus warranty. My wife noticed it. Envoys are about the same. It was not the changing switch.
My Chevy. Could be front differential, but I don't have experience with that problem. Check out
gm-trucks. Please help me. I like the idea of starting with a cheap, common solution and
working my way up to the more expensive fixes if needed. I enjoyed your story, I am hopeful
that it will work w the fuse answer as my 4wd lo was working just fine couple of days ago and
now wont stop flashing when I try to engage it, the rest of it works but not the lo. Sounds like
you may have the same problem we had and are now currently coming across in our Chevy
Silverado! Pay attention to a seller's return policy: sometimes you can send a part back part if it
doesn't fix your problem, though there might be a restocking fee. Good luck! Need input i got a

trailblazer 4wd. Any suggestions. Hey Scotty, love your stuff. It seems like its stuck to my
condenser coil. Some rubber clips or fittings seem like they are catching on each other.
American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and,
through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American
Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV
campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV
owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance.
Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to
diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all,
with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
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History. It's Winter, and the 4x4 Isn't Working! Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt.
By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By
electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. This Chevrolet Trailblazer came in with the
air flow stuck coming out of the defroster. To see that post please click here. If you click on the
picture it will enlarge to show more detail. This second group of vehicles, of course did not
exist, during all years between Once the mode actuator is removed and the new one is ready to
be installed, you will need to locate the indexing pin as shown in the picture below. That pin
slides into the notch on the white gear on the actuator. I slide the new actuator into place with
the notch and pin aligned and then rotate the actuator slightly to align the mounting holes. The
actuator on the right is the new actuator and the indexing slot is clearly marked. Please click on
the picture to enlarge for a better view. The picture also shows the over traveled stuck position
of the old actuator. If you would like to purchase the Mode Valve Actuator part , you can do so
by clicking here. I have never heard of an issue as you have described it. Start from the very
beginning and tell me how everything started and what has been done. I need part numbers off
of the old part and the new replacement actuator part number. Where is the air flowing from
after the actuator stops moving? Was your battery recently disconnected and did the issue start
immediately afterwards? It completely rotates out of contact with the gear that operates the
vents. Must be something else wrong. You must be logged in to post a comment. Skip to
content. Log in to Reply. Older comments. Share Your Experience: Cancel reply You must be
logged in to post a comment. Why would air not blow through the vents in the dash, but will
blow through the defrost and floor vent? Do you. Because one or both of the actuators on the
hvac unit aren't working right. They could be stuck or not working at all. Trailblazers were also
notorious for the control head going bad. I'll send a generic pic of a hvac so you can see where
the actuator is. Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Recently my front vents stopped
working on my Chevy Trailblazer. I've tried to recalibrate by taking out the fuse, waiting a couple
minutes, putting the fuse back in, turning the car to run, letting it go through its motions, but
that didn't work. The air blows cold, but it is only coming out at the feet, side vents and defrost.
Do you know what could be the cause? It sounds like you have a mode door actuator that has
gone out. Here is a guide that will show you which actuator to replace with diagrams below to
show you on your car. Wait for a minute and put it back in. Let it sit for couple of minutes and
restart the engine, might be good to go. Here is what it will be like on your car. Please let us
know what happens. Cheers, Image Click to enlarge. Ok, thanks for your help! I will try that! We
have a trailblazer that has been having the same problem. We took it back 2 different times
within the first year for the same thing. Amazingly when we took it this time they was able to tell
me what the problem was. When they called us to tell us what was wrong with it, they said that
when it has a problem like that it saves the code. When we got back to pick it up I asked why
they couldn't get the code like that when we brought it in for that 6 yrs ago. He couldn't give me

an answer. My air conditioner only blows the air through defrost or bottom vents, but none
through the front, what could it be? When you select center what happens? The mode doors are
controlled by an electric actuator mounted on the driver's side of the HVAC unit under the dash.
The actuator may be bad or the linkage may just be stuck. The air conditioner is blowing cold
and hot at the same time, cold on every vent besides the passengrer side. The air is cold so I
know it is not the freon Was this answer. There is a blend door in your heater and it's either
stuck or not working. It 's electrical or vacuum. You can reach your hand under the dash and
see if you can move it one way or the other. You should be able to see if it will start to put the
pass vent cold or not. Hello, My problem is the dual electronic controls work on all but the top
vents when in that mode. Also when the unit is off it still blows on the floor. Thanks Troy Was
this answer. Does it still blow fan on or is it just outside air getting in? Pretty sure those are a
constant air circulation truck, there is always air coming in. The controller wont switch to the
dash vents? Where is the fan speed resistor located? Behoind glove box in air plenum just left
of blower motor Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. After Awhile The Both
Controls Radio Works. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Hello, Sign In! Your
Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied
automatically in your shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year Previous 1 2 Next. Not able to
find what you are looking for? Adding electronic accessories to your vehicle is one of the
coolest modifications you can make. When you are at a car show and you can open your hood,
trunk, and doors with the touch of a button, it is quite impressive. Actuators have been used in
cars for many decades, but they are now increasingly popular in the custom car community.
The term linear actuator is a little bit intimidating, but the device is basically an electric motor
and drive system that lets you run mechanical devices using electricity to maneuver something
in an up and down linear motion. The range of applications for these actuators is as big as your
imagination. You can use them for anything from door locks to custom entertainment system
covers. Q: What is a linear actuator? Why buy one? This means it is possible to use linear
actuators to remotely pop your doors, hood, trunk or door locks. There are numerous other
possible applications meaning you can really let your imagination run wild to make your vehicle
the slickest on the block. From shaved door handles to custom entertainments system covers,
linear actuators can make the seemingly impossible possible. If you want the ultimate in
customization accessories look no further than linear actuators. Filter Your Results. Linear
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Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
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